ROAD TO WELLNESS 1989-2019
This timeline highlights milestones from The Hartman Group’s 30-year journey mapping the evolution of consumer trends in health and wellness.
2015
2006

The World of Wellness

1989
Destination Wellness

The Hartman Group
establishes itself as the
first company dedicated to
understanding how
mainstream America is
demonstrating a shift in
both health and wellness
culture and lifestyle.

We develop our “world-model
view” to help companies
understand how consumers are
interacting with health and
wellness products. The first
thing we want to know is who
are the actors in this world; who
is participating?

2004

Organic Meets Main Street

Organic emerges from
the shadows of a niche market
and into the blazing sunshine of
the mainstream marketplace.
The industry game board changes
with even the largest retailers
selling organics to everyday
consumers across all walks of
life.

The Human Side of
Obesity

Consumers know what
they’re supposed to eat
for good health.
Cultural reasons — the
complexities of
everyday life — underlie
the obesity epidemic,
and cultural changes
can fix it.

1998

Balance has emerged to
become more allencompassing as
consumers develop new
meanings and practices
around what being healthy
and well means. The
conception of balance is
indicative of a shift in
health and wellness culture
from the reactive, rulesbased paradigm of the past
to a more proactive,
personalized one.

Cultural Assumptions About
What Health and Wellness
Encompasses Continue to Evolve
Consumers gain greater
awareness of the dynamic
connections between body and
mind within a national mood that
feels generally anxious and
uncertain. The top health
condition consumers are actively
managing is now anxiety and
stress, overtaking long-standing
concerns with weight
management.

2006
“I Don’t Want My Food to Be Medicine”
The functional food craze has faded,
because people want to boost their health
with real, whole foods, not something that
looks or tastes like medicine.

Supplementing Wellness

2010

Groundbreaking study of more
than 43,000 U.S. households
that documents a turning point
in understanding how
consumers use an array of
vitamins, minerals, herbs and
supplements.

Age of the Great Wellness
Transformation

Wellness is increasingly less about idealism
and asceticism and more about a pragmatic
approach to a fun, high-quality life.

1980s

1990s

The American perspective on health and
wellness has no wellness. There was little
sense of a holistic connection between
exercise and food.
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2019

Balance Redefined

1999

The universe of wellness explodes as a
mainstream proposition. There is a new
holistic orientation toward diet, exercise
and weight loss as primary avenues to
health.

2000s
Health and wellness is now fully
integrated into American culture and
becomes an aspirational lifestyle —
and converges with food culture
through FRESH.

2019
Holistic wellness expands its reach:
recognizing mental health and wellness,
connection between health and social justice,
work/life balance.

For the most comprehensive data and insights into consumers’ lifestyles and trends in the health
and wellness space, get the Health + Wellness 2019 report at www.hartman-group.com

